TOEFL Errata—corrections in bold

p. xiv, What to Expect Skill-by-Skill, Reading. Item 1, second sentence: You will have **20** minutes to read each passage.…

p. 7, Exercise 2 reading, lines 6-7, should read: For example, a chemical analysis might discover titanium **oxide**—introduced as an ink additive only in the early.…

p. 35, Paragraph 3. The triangle in this paragraph should be labeled **2**. The answer key on page 284 for Question 5, should be **b**.

p. 54, Exercise 5, Question 4. Correct answer is **C** (not A).

p. 56, Exercise 7, 5th line from the bottom of the reading: The triumph of **AC** was virtually assured by the inventiveness of Nicola Tesla.…

p. 76, Vocabulary Review Passage 3, Paragraph 1, line 2, the word **contact** should **NOT** be boxed.

p. 76, Vocabulary Review Passage 3, Paragraph 2, line 4, the word **pedigree SHOULD** be boxed (see Question 3, p. 78).

p. 200, Question 4, 1st sentence in reading: Almost every substance contracts (takes up less space) as it **gets colder**.

p. 261, GENES lecture, 4 lines from the bottom of the reading: They found that both had married **women** named Mary.…

p. 298, Key for Listening Conversation on p. 225: Add **b** to the No Information column.